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I.

Introduction

"Leadership will be defined by the company it keeps. From the beginning, it has been
clear that priority belongs to elementary and secondary schoo/s-whae leadership fits
best, andfrom which democracy gets its strength."

-Donald N. Bigelow
Director
Eisenhower Leadership Development Program
U.S. Department of Education

Twenty years ago, James MacGregor Burns' Leadership refocused the world's
attention on a remarkable academic endeavor, the study of leadership. Burns views of
leadership as a complex process which raises both leaders and followers to a higher moral
plane. It is a process in which the role of the follower is as critical as that of the leader
and which is framed and influenced by its context or situation. While the word itself
defies definition, leadership, as a process of leader-follower relations, can be studied and
learned. Through such study, people are better able to understand the complexities of the
leadership process and to be effective participants in this process.
As students of the Jepson School ofLeadership Studies we have seen the impact
ofleadership studies and all that is has to offer. In planning the curriculum of the Jepson
School of Leadership Studies, the faculty was guided by a mission to develop people who
understand the moral responsibilities ofleadership. This moral ideal, to develop honest,
caring, and socially responsible leaders, seeks to inspire students to use their abilities in
service to society. The Jepson School views leadership as a form of stewardship.
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